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Abstract: The mucosa layer, the innermost layer of the gastrointestinal (GI) system, is of great importance in carcinogenesis since most cancerous tissues occur as superficial lesions. Although various treatment strategies exist, the
main diﬀiculty in eradicating lesions is unintentional damage to healthy tissues with the uncontrolled depth of treatment. This study proposes a computer modeling approach for simulating depth-resolved photothermal (laser) mucosal
coagulation therapy. Computer modeling mimics the thermal dynamics of mucosal tissue to characterize the total heat
energy required for successful superficial coagulation, which can be controlled by the scan rate, scan time, output power,
and beam diameter of the applied laser. It consists of three steps: 1) Monte Carlo simulation to generate a laser energy distribution profile. 2) Heat transfer simulation to calculate the resulting tissue temperature. 3) Thermal damage
estimation based on the calculated dead cell ratio. This computer modeling was performed for a laser wavelength of
1500 nm. Transient temperature profiles and a corresponding thermal damage map were generated as functions of laser
scanning speed, power, and beam diameter. The guide map estimates that mucosal coagulation can be achieved with
the accurate depth limits at 1500 nm laser wavelength, 1 mm beam diameter, 0.33 - 0.43 W/cm 2 irradiation range, and
1 - 3 mm/s scanning speeds. This computing approach may hold promise in determining optimal therapy parameters for
depth-resolved adequate coagulation in a single session with further development.
Key words: Computer modeling, Monte-Carlo method, photothermal mucosal coagulation, mucosal lesions

1. Introduction
The gastrointestinal (GI) tract consists of four layers of tissue: mucosa, submucosa, muscularis externa, and
serosa. The innermost layer, the mucosa, is first exposed to the lumen, making it susceptible to lesion formation.
Precancerous lesions in the mucosa layer can progress to deeper layers and cause esophageal cancer, stomach
cancer, colon cancer, and rectal cancer [1]. Therefore, the mucosa layer is highly critical for malignancies of the
GI tract.
Various treatment strategies are available for mucosal lesions [2–4]. Ablation therapy, a minimally
invasive procedure based on thermal injury, is the preferred treatment strategy to remove the target lesion.
However, the constant treatment depth provided by commonly used ablation techniques such as argon plasma
coagulation, multipolar electrocoagulation, cryoablation, and radiofrequency ablation cannot accommodate
mucosal thickness ranging from 0.4 to 1.0 mm in different parts of the GI tract [5–7]. This insuﬀicient depth
of therapy can lead to under or overtreatment.
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As an alternative ablative therapy, photothermal (i.e. laser) coagulation causes denaturation of proteins
and even sudden cell death due to high temperature from heat generation [8–16]. Depending on the wavelength
and operating mode of the laser and the tissue type, the heat accumulation in the tissue may differ. The measure
of depth at which light can pass through tissue defines the optical penetration depth (OPD). The wavelengthdependent optical properties of tissue, such as absorption coeﬀicient, scattering coeﬀicient, anisotropy factor,
and refractive index, define light penetration into the tissue.
In this context, laser-tissue interactions can be predicted by modeling light propagation in a homogeneous
medium. As a common practice, the Monte-Carlo method has been used for years to analyze the interaction of
light with biological tissue [17–19].
It uses a statistical approach to track random walking steps that models the propagation of light subjected
to scattering and absorption events in a single or multilayer tissue sample. The step size is randomly sampled
based on the optical properties of the tissue model. With each step (i.e. scattering), the unit weight of the photon
decreases in proportion to its absorption probability. The scattering event is renewed until the emitted photon
is completely absorbed (loss in unit weight). The iteration is for the total number of photons (Figure 1, [20]). As
a result, a three-dimensional probability distribution of laser energy based on absorption and scattering events
for tissue is obtained. This laser energy is the heat source that can be transferred and causes a temperature
increase in the tissue.
ρC

∂T
= k∇2 T(x,y,z,t) + Q
∂t

(1)

Heat transfer equation (1) describes heat transfer by calculating transient energy and temperature in a
unit of time and space [21] regarding thermal properties of tissue; ρ is the density, C is the specific heat, and
k is the thermal conductivity. T(x,y,z,t) is the resulting tissue temperature obtained in functions of time and
space. Q represents the heat source of the laser irradiation (computed by the Monte-Carlo method).
∫

τ

−Ea

e RT(x,y,z,t) dt

Ω(x,y,z,t) = ξ

(2)

0

Pdead

cell (%)

= 100(1 − e−Ω(x,y,z,t) )

(3)

The rapid increase in temperature associated with the accumulated heat energy primarily results in cell
death. Therefore, the photothermal effect of the laser on the tissue can be expressed as the degree of thermal
damage, Ω, using the Arrhenius integral (2, [22]) based on the thermal kinetics of the tissue. ξ is the frequency
factor, Ea is the activation energy of the transformation, τ is the total heating time, R is the universal gas
constant, and T is the absolute temperature of the tissue in Kelvin. The percentage of dead (necrotic) cells
( Pdeadcell(%) ) can be derived from Equation 3 for a given time and space. Overall, the calculated thermal
damage can define the extent of photothermal coagulation.
This study presents a computer modeling approach that combines the Monte-Carlo method and aforementioned mathematical models to mimic mucosal tissue’s thermal dynamics/responses to characterize the
total heat energy required for successful coagulation with accurate depth limits (i.e. well-confined photothermal
coagulation). Since the simulation parameters of the applied laser, such as scan speed, scan time, irradiance
(W/cm 2 ) and laser driving modes (e.g., continuous or pulsed) show a large matrix of variables that must be op2606
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Figure 1. Block diagram of Monte-Carlo method.

timized to perform a safe, adequate, and eﬀicient treatment; this study may give an idea about the photothermal
coagulation of mucosa tissue.
2. Materials and methods
The computer modeling approach consisted of three interrelated steps (Figure 2). The first step was Monte-Carlo
simulation to determine the distribution of photons in tissue as functions of wavelength-dependent refractive
index, absorption, scattering, and anisotropy coeﬀicients. The second step used the photon distribution profile
as the heat source in a time-dependent heat diffusion model to calculate the temperature profile in the tissue
over time. As the final step, thermal damage was calculated using the temperature-based Arrhenius integral
to generate the damage index, followed by a normalization factor representing the fraction of cell necrosis in a
given volume.

Figure 2. Three step computer modeling approach.
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2.1. Computing engine
2.1.1. Monte-Carlo method
Each layer constituting the target tissue was defined in a cylindrical coordinate system (r, z) with a thickness
(t, mm) and wavelength-dependent variables, including refractive index (n), scattering coeﬀicient ( µ s, cm −1 ),
absorption coeﬀicient ( µ a, cm −1 ) and anisotropy factor (g). The scattering coeﬀicient and the absorption
coeﬀicient were used to describe the probability of scattering and absorption events in one step. The anisotropy
factor determined the first-order probability distribution of the scattering angles. The total number of photons
per unit weight was 1 million to have a correct path in the simulation and increase spatial resolution.
The weight distribution of the photon absorbed in the tissue model was calculated using the source code
available in Ref. [20] with the indicated variables used as input data. The numerical results were then combined
with a Gaussian beam profile (convolution), and the value of the absorbed photon weight was numerically
normalized. A collimated laser beam was produced during this process, including interpolation to the Cartesian
coordinate system (x, y, z). The oriented Gaussian profile was converted to a fractional heat source (J/s/mm 3
or W/mm 3 ) based on the absorbed photon weight distribution, laser power per unit volume, and unit time
( 1 J = 1 W × 1 s).
The tissue model was defined in a 600 × 600 × 18 uniform 3D grid system with a grid size of 100 µ m
across all dimensions corresponding to 60 mm (x-axis) × 60 mm (y-axis) × 1.8 mm (z-axis, depth). The
physical dimensions of the modeled tissue, especially the mucosal tissue thickness, have been determined in the
literature by considering the size of the sheep esophagus [23, 24]. Tissue was considered homogenous; therefore,
optical parameters of mucosa tissue at 1500 nm wavelength were defined as the same for each grid (Table 1).
2.1.2. Heat transfer
Table 2 summarizes the thermal properties compiled from the literature. The heat transfer law governed
the diffusion of heat produced by laser radiation. Heat transfer equation (1) was employed in this context.
This equation was solved using the time-dependent finite difference method (FDM) for a unit of time. The
sliding algorithm was created by interpolating the initial condition and using the time step solution as an
initial condition for the following solution over time. The temperature tracking solver used object-oriented
programming techniques to complete a data structure representing a depth marker that moves across the tissue.
A custom class of markers was employed to store the trajectory and temperature along the time.
Table 1. Optical properties of mucosa tissue [25].

Absorption coeﬀicient, cm−1
Scattering coeﬀicient, cm−1
Anisotropy factor, (g)
Refractive index, (n)

12
23
0.6
1.33

Table 2. Thermal properties of mucosa tissue [26].

Thermal conductivity, W/m◦ C
Specific heat, J/kg◦ C
Density, kg/m3

0.527
3720
1126

The time step in the heat transfer equation was assigned values such as ∆t = 3 ms, 6 ms, 9 ms for
the temperature’s time- and space-dependent solutions. In other words, the temperature solution was shifted
in the x-direction after each time step to mimic the uniaxial sliding of the light source through the tissue at
a constant velocity. Thus, the spatial coordinate of the simulated volume became xnew = xref erence + νx
with each new step, showing the temperature-time trace of a fixed location in the moving frame. Transient
2608
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temperature solutions were obtained for laser irradiation at the same peak power in both pulsed and continuous
wave modes. The period was set to 60 ms with a 50 % duty cycle (i.e. a pulse width of 30 ms).
2.1.3. Photothermal damage
The thermal damage simulation relied on the Arrhenius integral (2) to calculate laser-induced thermal damage
to the target tissue. The thermal kinetic parameters of the tissue (Table 3) were used to determine the morphological changes in the tissue related to the thermal degradation of proteins. The damage index (i.e. the extent
of the damage) was normalized to produce the fraction of surviving cells in each volume. Regarding protein
degradation (coagulation) of biological constructs per unit volume, the index corresponded to a concentration
of 63 % to 99 % necrotic cells in the range of 1 to 4.6 . For damage estimates, 60 ◦ C was used as the critical
temperature, and Ω = 3.9 ( 98 % necrotic cell concentration) was used as the threshold value for protein degradation per unit volume of biological constructs. Unit volumes with an index greater than or equal to 3.9 were
considered damaged tissue.
Table 3. Thermal kinetics of mucosa tissue [27].

Frequency factor, s− 1
Activation energy, J/mol
Universal gas constant, J/molK

1.3 × 1095
6.4 × 105
8.314

2.2. Creating the guide map
Figure 3 shows a block diagram of the computer modeling developed for simulation studies of laser scanning
induced coagulation on a mucosal tissue model. The optical and thermal properties of the tissue defined for
the next three steps were utilized in the relevant simulation sections. A customized sliding algorithm to mimic
laser scanning advanced the computations in every step. As the results of the computer modeling approach,
the temperature profile of the tissue and the photothermal damage profile were obtained as functions of space
and time. The initial tissue temperature was set to 37 ◦ C.
Figure 4 presents the range of laser scanning speed and beam diameter to generate a temperature and
corresponding thermal damage map. The black dashed lines show the diameters of the laser beam ranging from
1 mm to 3 mm, while the colored bar shows a range of scanning speeds and directions of motion along the
tissue surface (x-axis). In addition, the laser output power was between 20 mW and 500 mW.
In addition to the single scan along the x-axis and the method of averaging the highest tissue temperatures
obtained during the scan, the listed procedures were followed to calculate the thermal damage index and rate,
respectively. (i) The temperature measurement time step used in each x-axis scan simulation performed at
different speeds was determined. Table 4 lists the time steps used for each surface scan rate. (ii) The calculated
peak tissue temperature at the end of each temperature measurement time step was recorded. (iii) Based on
Equation 2 (thermal damage index) using the recorded peak temperature as input, the thermal damage rate
was calculated along a single scanline (Equation 3).
3. Results
Figure 5 shows an example of a transient solution of the heat transfer equation, which describes tissue temperature as a function of depth and lateral positions over time. Accordingly, representative surface and section
temperature profiles were selected for the last time point of the x-axis scan. In this simulation, the scan (slide)
2609
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Figure 3. Block diagram of the computer modeling.

Figure 4. Tissue model used in simulation studies. The black dashed lines indicate different diameters ( 1 mm- 3 mm)
of the laser beam, while the color bar indicates a range of scanning speed and direction of travel along the mucosa surface
(x-axis).
Table 4. X-axis scanning speeds and the corresponding temperature-calculation time step.

Speed, mm/s
1
2
3
5;6
8
10;12
30;60

Temperature-calculation time step, s
0.06
0.03
0.02
0.012
0.009
0.006
0.003

speed in the x-axis was set to 1 mm/s, corresponding to a temperature calculation time step of 0.06 s. The
total scan time was calculated as 59 s. Moreover, the laser beam diameter was 1 mm, while the laser power was
defined as 120 mW. These values correspond to an irradiance of 15.28 W/cm 2 at a point, so considering the
2610
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overlapping Gaussian beam series throughout the entire scan, the laser energy density (i.e. fluence) to which
the tissue is exposed was calculated as approximately 12 J/cm 2 (Figure 5 A) for continuous-wave mode and
6 J/cm 2 for pulsed mode ( 30 ms pulse width with a 50 % duty cycle, Figure 5 B) by Equation 4 as follows,
Fluence =

P
Rν

(4)

where P is power (W), R beam diameter (mm) and ν scanning speed (mm/s).

Figure 5. Surface and cross-sectional frames of the transient tissue temperature profile for the surface scanning speed
of 1 mm/s during 59 s with a laser beam diameter of 1 mm and 120 mW laser power. Continuous wave mode (A),
pulsed mode (B).

The maximum tissue temperature reached during this x-axis line scan was calculated as 66.98 ◦ C for
continuous wave laser and 51.87 ◦ C for the pulsed laser, respectively. For continuous wave laser application,
tissue layers deeper than 1 mm were predicted to remain below the critical temperature required for protein
degradation. Considering the depth-resolved photothermal mucosal coagulation treatment, it was consistent
with the 0.4 mm to 1 mm thick sheep mucosal layer.
Similar simulations were repeated for different scanning speeds, laser diameters, and laser powers, as
shown in the transient tissue temperature profile example. A matrix map, created with the highest tissue
temperatures reached during line scanning, was produced with that varied scan speed, beam diameter, and
laser power. Figure 6 shows the generated map showing a comprehensive combination of laser irradiance (laser
power and beam diameter) and scan speed (energy density = laser power/beam diameter/scan speed). The
Arrhenius integral model calculated a theoretical damage index at each laser power varying in step size of
20 mW for a combination of beam diameter and scanning speed. In all damage calculations, the critical damage
threshold ratio was 98 % (damage index, Ω(x,y,z,t) = 3.9 ). Since the critical temperature was determined
as 60 ◦ C, the frequency factor (1.3

× 10 95 s −1 ) and activation energy ( 6.04 × 10 5 J/mol) coeﬀicients

presented by Diller et al. [27] were used in the calculations, as shown in Table 3. The peak tissue temperatures
obtained at the end of the x-axis scan and the thermal damage indices for the single scan time were estimated.
In Figure 6, the solid white line defined the limit of coagulation parameters that resulted in a thermal damage
index equal to or higher than the threshold ( Ω = 3.9). Y axes on the map are set in logarithmic scale.
Figure 7 shows the longitudinal damaged areas calculated as functions of irradiance and scan rates for
different beam diameters of the laser operated in continuous wave mode. The 0.23 W/cm 2 laser irradiation
corresponded to an energy density range of 1.14 J/cm 2 and 13.77 J/cm 2 for scanning speeds from 1 mm/s
2611
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to 12 mm/s with a beam diameter of 1 mm. In this case, the areas with longitudinal damage to the tissue
were between 0.02 cm 2 and 0.59 cm 2 . We also estimated the laser irradiance required to generate a 0.02 cm 2
damaged area in tissue to be 0.4 W/cm 2 at 30 mm/s and 0.63 W/cm 2 at 60 mm/s. The same scan rates and
2 -mm beam diameter required higher laser irradiation (i.e. > 0.3 W/cm 2 corresponding to a higher energy
density range of 1.52 J/cm 2 and 16.4 J/cm 2 ) to produce the same amount of damaged mucosal areas. Rapid
scanning speeds ( ⩾ 30 mm/s) did not cause thermal damage at laser irradiation of 0.4 W/cm 2 per laser beam
diameter. The same laser irradiance caused more extensive tissue damage at a slower scan rate. However, the
exposure time of the tissue to the laser irradiation decreased in parallel with the increase in scanning speed.
This reduction increased laser power to keep the energy level to which the tissue was exposed. In general, laser
irradiance between 0.33 W/cm 2 and 0.44 W/cm 2 (for 1 mm beam diameter) provided a suﬀicient thermal
response in the 1 to 3 mm/s range to achieve well-circumscribed longitudinal coagulation in mucosal tissue.

Figure 6. A map of the predicted peak mucosal temperatures during scanning on the x-axis as the functions of both
laser beam diameter and laser power for different scanning speeds. The solid white line shows 98 % proportional thermal
damage calculated based on 60 ◦ C critical temperature from laser irradiation. Y axes on the map are set in logarithmic
scale.

Figure 8 shows the estimated results of scanning laser coagulation in pulsed mode with the same peak
power as in continuous wave. Figure 8 A presents a map generated by the logic mentioned above in Figure 6 for
a beam diameter of 1 mm. As expected, the 50 % duty cycle of the pulsed laser reduced the energy accumulated
in the tissue; therefore, the predicted temperature was lower than that of the continuous wave laser with the
same peak power. Figure 8 B shows the corresponding longitudinal damaged areas calculated as a function of
laser irradiance. Laser irradiance is doubled in pulsed mode with a 50 % laser exposure duty cycle compared
to continuous wave mode. For example, the irradiance corresponding to energy density range of 1.14 - 13.77
J/cm 2 (between 1 mm/s and 12 mm/s) was 0.46 W/cm 2 . Also, the estimated laser irradiance required to
generate an area of damaged tissue of 0.02 cm 2 at 30 mm/s was 0.63 W/cm 2 , calculated for 60 mm/s for
continuous wave laser.
2612
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Figure 7. The graphs of damaged area as functions of scanning speed and irradiance for 1 mm, 2 mm and 3 mm of
beam diameters of continuous wave laser application.

4. Discussion and conclusion
A computer modeling approach was developed to simulate photothermal mucosal coagulation with accurate
depth limits by defining optimal parameters, including laser scanning speed, laser beam diameter, and laser
power. Thus, a map was produced that simplifies a complex parameter matrix. This approach was based on
three independent models: the Monte-Carlo method, heat transfer equation, and the Arrhenius damage integral.
The steps were correlated using the output of one as the input of the other. The photon weight distribution
estimated by the Monte-Carlo method was used as a heat source in the heat transfer process to calculate the
laser-induced temperature response of the mucosa model. The sliding of the laser beam over the tissue was
simulated by redefining the heat source coordinate for each time step and calculating the transient temperature
profile in the tissue. The thermal damage index was calculated for each unit cell in the tissue-defining grid
system to estimate the degree of coagulation based on temperature distribution over time and exposure time
using the thermal kinetic coeﬀicients of the tissue. The mucosa layer’s optical and thermal properties and
kinetic coeﬀicients were compiled from the literature and were accepted as the same in all tissue layers.
Based on the temperature and thermal damage profiles calculated with the developed computer modeling
approach, we correlated the heat effect of varying laser power and scanning speeds on tissue with nonlinearity for
different beam diameters. According to the generated guideline map, we predicted that depth-limited mucosal
coagulation could be achieved for continuous wave 1500 nm laser exposure with 0.33 -0.43 W/cm 2 (beam
diameter of 1 mm and scanning speed range from 1 mm/s to 3 mm/s). The white line on the map represented
a threshold for damaged areas with a damage depth of 0.4 mm and above. We considered scanning speed,
laser power, and beam diameter as combinations of parameters that can describe a depth of injury close to the
2613
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Figure 8. A map of the predicted peak mucosal temperatures during pulsed laser scanning on the x-axis as the
function laser power for different scanning speeds with a laser beam diameter of 1 mm. The solid white line shows 98 %
proportional thermal damage calculated based on 60 ◦ C critical temperature from laser irradiation. Y axes on the map
are set in logarithmic scale (A). A graph of the damaged area as functions of scanning speed and irradiance for 1 mm
of beam diameter pulsed laser (B).

mucosal thickness. In addition, although the applied laser energy was equal, the slower scanning speed provided
deeper damage than the rapid scanning speed. The model also calculated that scanning performed at a longer
time but at a higher rate resulted in shallower thermal damage than scanning performed at a low speed in a
short time.
Similarly, a relatively deep and wide thermal effect of short-duration high power laser irradiation in
continuous-wave mode has been also detected in the biological tissue sample [28] and agar-based gel [29]. With
the evaluation made together, it has been revealed that the application method (fixed/moving) as well as the
amount of laser energy applied has undeniable effects on the resulting thermal energy.
Although the calculated values give an insight into the laser parameters for well-confined photothermal
damage, a few points should be briefly discussed to improve the computer modeling approach further:
1. This study assumes that the tissue’s absorption and scattering coeﬀicients and thermal properties are
constant during laser radiation. The effect of temperature change on tissue structure is neglected.
2. Since dynamic blood flow significantly affects heat dissipation, more complex tissue structures, including
blood vessels, may also need to be investigated to analyze heat dissipation.
3. An area scan simulation can be performed instead of just a linear scan to expand the variable matrix that
makes up the map for a comprehensive analysis.
4. Computer modeling can be validated by planning in vivo experimental studies in an appropriate animal
model.
2614
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In conclusion, this study successfully demonstrated a computer modeling approach that can complement
future preclinical and clinical photothermal coagulation studies. The approach’s applicability for various parameters provides an opportunity to advance improvements. With the numerical specification of the parameters
for adequate photothermal coagulation, the necessity for repeated preclinical studies will be decreased.
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